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Hot spots of plant endemism in the 

southeast (Estill & Cruzan 2001)

New Communities discovered 

recently (Allison and Stevens 2001)



Compare past biogeography with present 

distributions to extrapolate about the future



2020 Vision: Implementing a community 

approach to getting herbarium collections

databased and online.

 In 2004, an NSF-supported 

workshop to gather 25 

curators from the U.S. at 

Michigan State to discuss 

the future of herbarium 

collections

A decision was made to 

write a proposal for an NSF 

RCN.



2005 NSF Research 
Coordination Network 
(RCN) awarded to build the 
‘human infrastructure’ to 
begin the ‘2020 Vision 
effort’

5-year project

150 herbaria participated

Used existing infrastructure 
of the Association of 
Southeastern Biologists

SERNEC



SERNEC Business plan

Use state or sub-region level groups 

to seek funding for digitization.

Expedite information exchange 

among state consortia for ideas on 

education and outreach.

Develop distributed network of IT 

support that could be shared by the 

total network.



State of Herbaria in the Southeast USA

Data derived from Index Herbariorum 

(http://www.nybg.org/bsci/ih/ih.html) .

• Collections vary in size from 3,000 to 750,000 specimens. 

• Curators are taxonomists, ecologists, paleobotanists, population biologists.

• Some institutions with significant budgets, IT support and curatorial staff.

• Some institutions are single person operations without budgets or IT support.

• ESTIMATED 15 MILLION SPECIMENS FROM THE SOUTHEAST.  



Data Management Workflow

Specimen Image Capture 
“Herbarium Digitarium”

Texas Advanced Computing 
Center

Archival Storage

Web Derivatives

Citizen
Scientists

Metadata to Portal

Batch Georeferenced Data to Portal

Repatriation of 
Metadata to Local 

Institution
Symbiota and 

Specify

4,700,000 SPECIMENS
100+ INSTITUTIONS

12 STATES



Using the Society of Herbarium Curators for 

governance structure

State consortia

Regional Chapter

Decision-making

Consensus building

Conflict resolution

Utilize existing organization’s

constitution structure

http://www.societyofherbariumcurators.org/
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What are the project goals?

Use our robust human infrastructure

1) improve protocols at every stage of specimen digitization. 

2) interface with citizen scientists to develop a strong 

collaborative community that will sustain high 

transcription and georeferencing rates through a multi-

year effort. 



Who is involved?

105 herbaria

IT (Symbiota, GEOLocate, 

SPECIFY, iPLANT-TACC)

Citizen scientists

Notes From Nature 

Adler Museum

Education

iDigBio

…



How will the project work?

Two main issues:

1. Data

2. People



Photography Workflow

1. Apply a barcode 2. Scan the barcode

3. Photograph the specimen4. Save archival and web images



Ethics of Citizen Science

Collaborators  - not users

Contribute to real research

Don’t waste people’s time

Arfon Smith (2013) Zooniverse/Adler Museum



Lessons learned 

(Arfon Smith, Zooniverse/Adler)

Authenticity matters (it is not a game)

Community matters (community must look 

after self)

Context matters 

Researchers matter – they must be 

engaged in with the citizen scientists
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